
Luke 
Lecture 15:  Chapter 12:54-13:30 

 

12:54-59 – Interpreting the times 

It’s going to rain… – meteorologically sensitive, but religiously stupid!   

Hypocrites! – wisdom in earthly matters (weather/business), blind & stubborn in spiritual 

be reconciled to him on the way – there’s still time to escape; to settle our debt with God! 
 

An application:   Jesus hints at a common trait found in all people—they act as if they don’t know 

any better.  It is not as if people cannot see the end coming.  They are rather _________________ 

to face this fact and to make the necessary changes in their lives. 

 

13:1-9 – Repent or perish 

Galileans…tower of Siloam fell…more guilty? – Jesus rejects that conclusion 

Unless you repent, you too will all perish – every disaster is a call to repentance!  

a fig tree…leave it one more year – God gives time to repent (2 Pet. 3:9); yet end does come 
 

An application:   The murders by Pilate are a foreshadowing of the death of Jesus Christ (blood / 

sacrifice).  There were many in His generation who falsely interpreted Jesus’ death on the cross as 

a sign of His guilt.  Indeed, He was guiltless.  The guilt He bore was the guilt of __________sin!   

 

13:10-17 – A crippled woman healed on the Sabbath 

synagogue ruler said to the people – doesn’t address Jesus directly…a roundabout attack 

untie his ox and donkey – Jesus points out priorities terribly out of whack! 

You hypocrites! – the ruler of the synagogue needed to repent 
 

An application:   There’s often a wrong understanding of the purpose of the OT Sabbath. Rather 

than binding people with intolerable restrictions, the Sabbath was to be a day of 

_________________, freedom from toil to celebrate God’s goodness.  For the woman whom 

Jesus healed, it had become exactly that, a day of freedom and salvation.  The perfect Sabbath 

will be the rest we enjoy in heaven, free from all sin and sickness.   

 

13:18-21 – Parables of the mustard seed and yeast 

mustard seed…became a tree  – something little becomes something big 

yeast…large amount of flour – something seemingly small can have a large impact 
  

An application:   Where Jesus is, there is the kingdom of God.  That kingdom comes to us in 

God’s _____________.  Something seemingly small, the Word, has a giant impact upon this 

world and upon human lives.  It will have its glorious fulfillment when Jesus comes again at the 

end of time.   

 

13:22-30 – The narrow door 

Lord, are only a few going to be saved? – answers with an illustration…makes it personal! 

Make every effort to enter – Gk:  a contest/struggle;  not vs. people but our own sin & devil 

through the narrow door – the only way in 

last who will be first…first who will be last – the sad reality / “Just be sure you are saved!” 
 

An application:   A narrow door prevents great crowds of people from entering all at once.  

Entrance is gained by going through the door one at a time (individual judgment).  That “narrow 

door” is a symbol for _________________ Himself.  One enters the banquet hall by way of Jesus.  


